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The theme for our June 4thmeeting  is 

"Mystery".   Members will receive a Zoom 

link from Mike Goldstein for the meeting 

along with a reminder to send him your three 

images in 1800 pixel ( or more on long side) 

with your name beginning the file name.  After 

all the attention to getting sharp images and 

focus calibration for those of us still in the 

DSLR Dark Ages,  this theme is unsettling.  So 

far I have only one Mystery image seen at 

right.  I named it "Terrascape". 

Our May meeting shared photos on the theme of  Signs of Spring.  A sampling of creative images is 

presented beginning on page 2.    Since the May meeting, there has been some interest in an 

introduction to focus calibration (which only applies to DSLRs with that feature included).  On page 9 

there is brief introduction to a simple approach to do that.  However, a real introduction to focus 

calibration will need to wait for a resumption of person-to-person meetings. 

Also note that Mike Goldstein is keeping a current set of photographic resources  during this time of 

social isolation.   Here is the link to the Resources tab in the CNP website. 

https://cayuganaturephotographers.org/resources/ 

Please send any new resources you find to Mike to include.  Thanks! 

 Next Meeting: 

Thursday, June 4 at 7:30 PM 

Until further notice, CNP meetings be 

be using Zoom. See email for details. 

Shared Photos in May................... 2 

Focus Calibration ……..……………......9  

Membership  …………………………… 10 

https://cayuganaturephotographers.org/resources/
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Brian Chabot began 

our sharing with a 

lovely view of Trout 

Lilies in a woodland.  

It can be called a 

wide angle macro.  

You begin your  view 

with a beautiful 

bloom in the 

foreground and then 

follow back into the 

expanse of blooms.  

There is enough of 

the trees and sky to 

complete your 

understanding.  

Great light too! 

 

Devan Accardo gave 

us a classic sign of 

spring.  It's a warm 

spring day and per- 

fect for a hike along 

a  gorge.  With the 

help of a shutter 

delay and some 

scrambling back into 

the picture,  she 

captured a beautiful 

memory.   Wonder 

how many takes to 

have her pup in the 

best location? 
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Alan Blier did some 

cruising in the early 

spring woods.   The base 

of the  dead tree in the 

extreme foreground 

leads the viewer into the 

distance. What also 

makes this work are the 

two greens - a  cool 

blue/green and 

somewhat warmer 

spring green.  They 

contrast with the 

reddish leaves. 

 

 

 

Mike Goldstein took us into a smaller 

world where a fiddlehead emerges 

from the base of a fern.   The graceful 

form is alluring - but, as important to 

our reaction, are the green and orange  

colors surrounded by soft background 

of a deeper orange hue.   It is simply 

elegant. 
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Ken Hill brought  

an image that 

shocks the 

viewer with the 

reality that 

spring is not 

always easy nor 

kind,  but it still 

can be  

beautiful.    It's a 

classic view of 

Fall Creek at Flat 

Rocks on a very 

unusual 

morning. 

 

 

Kathleen 

Rasmussen takes us 

to a warmer day 

with this close view 

of a perfectly 

formed cluster of 

Virginia Bluebells.   

It's a perfect split 

complementary - 

blue/green opposing 

a bit of red.   The 

dark background 

avoids creating any 

confusion with the 

color scheme.  So 

nice. 
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Eugene Kolomatsky always brings a 

fresh perspective with tight cropping 

that filters out the unimportant.   It's 

hard to pick just one, but let's use this 

one.  First, this image is concentrated.  

No null areas.   Then the colors of 

yellow and green are balanced with a 

little red-violet.  That's strong. The 

second dandelion bud in the 

background is a plus.  It is easy to 

ignore the common dandelion, but not 

in Eugene's process. 

 

 

 

 

 

Jim Lassoie is able to take what might be an 

ordinary  image and refine it into a fine art 

rendering.   By itself, Hellebore can be a difficult 

subject.  It's often viewed as a batch of leaves.   

Interesting form, but still it needs 

interpretation.   The process Jim elaborated on 

for this had more layers than could be simply 

reported.  There is a black and white rendition, 

plus creation of a textured background.  Recall 

the fiddlehead and the Virginia Bluebell images 

with a background chosen to remove 

distraction.  Jim takes this farther, and with 

good results.   Perhaps we can get him to walk 

us through this process once back in the 

Whetzel Seminar Room? 
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Paul Schmitt shared an image of an Eastern Bluebird 

perched on a solitary cattail stalk.  It's pretty simple with 

the bird's eye at the power location in the frame and its 

gaze into open space.  The head is turned slightly to the 

viewer.   Side lighting adds to a sense of form as opposed 

to frontal lighting.  The 700 focal length at  f/8 at about 

15 ft. translates to ±0.5".  Just right. 

 

There are two small details for these sort of images.   The 

eye must be in dead sharp focus and the animal's gaze 

must be towards the camera.  Never select an image with 

the animal looking away.    

 

 

 

Connie Stirling-Engman shared a lovely 

wildflower image from the Mundy 

Wildflower Garden.   A large Trillium 

grandiflorum and  a more diminutive 

Toothwort stand before a large tree 

trunk.  The whites are true.  The 

shallow depth of focus keeps attention 

on the flowers.   The cropping excludes 

any null information.  It's a very nice 

spring scene. 
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Cindy Massicci offered a Purple Sessile Trillium, 

likely from the Mundy Wildflower Garden.  

(They were imported to Mundy  from Virginia 

many years ago by an intern, and they have 

thrived.)    Cindy found this one in that stage 

just before it  unfurls .   The detail is excellent 

and the background is nicely unfocused.    

Exposure is difficult here because of the 

reflections on the distant leaves.  The highlights 

would blow-out with any higher exposure.    

Would a polarizer reduce the background 

brightness?  Not sure. 

 

 

 

 

Patrick McNally  came with a view of 

Amalanchier canadensis,  commonly called 

Shadblow Serviceberry.  It is an early 

blooming native small tree that later will offer 

tasty fruit for making jelly.  The reds and 

whites in Patrick's image are nicely rendered 

with a deep red background.  Nicely done. 

This was shot with a Canon EOS RP mirrorless. 
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Don Tennant visited O.D. von Engeln 

Preserve  in Freevile where he found this 

scene.  At right we see a Skunk Cabbage 

sending up a leaf spike through a pool of 

water.   It's lovely in its simplicity. 

Surrounding the subject is a complementary 

mix of patterns in the pool plus reflections of 

sky and trees.  The shallow depth of focus 

works to keep the surroundings from 

overwhelming the subject.  It is so easy to 

walk past this scene and not really see what 

is being offered.  It recalls a definition of 

invention (and creativity) that says: 

Creativity is seeing what all others are 

seeing, but understanding what they are 

missing. 

 

 

 

This has been a good set of images with good learning points at each step.  The orderly naming of the 

incoming images with last name leading off the name is appreciated when it comes time to prepare the 

newsletter. Thanks.  It  makes the task of identifying images with the sender much easier.    As a final 

note, if you are uneasy about resizing your images down, send in full size.  We can do a short tutorial on 

that once we are again in the Whetzel Seminar Room for our meeting.  But it is better to have too many 

pixels than too few. 
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Let's begin this discussion with some basic ideas.  First, autofocus accuracy is only important for DSLR 

cameras.  Mirrorless uses a different focus approach where focus is achieved at the image sensor based 

on contrast.  For DSLR, focus accuracy become important at the focal length increases.  So, for a wide 

angle lens, say 24 mm, it is less critical especially at smaller apertures.  But, for longer focal lengths, 

focus accuracy is critical.  Images of animals and people, for example, simply must have the eyes sharp.  

As noted earlier  for the Eastern Bluebird image on page 6, even at f/8 the range of sharp focus was a 

total of 1.0 inches  

For my two Canon EOS DSLR cameras, I find in the AF Menu a tab named AF Microadjustment.  With the 

tab highlighted, pressing SET and then the INFO button opens up two adjustment scales, one for wide 

angle and another for tele.  For a zoom lens, you'll run the calibration for both; for a prime lens like my 

500 mm, I only run the tele.    So for a 24-105 lens, I'd run a calibration at 24mm and at 105mm.   In 

either case, you have an adjustment range from -20 to +20 steps centered at zero.  The process will find 

the best value at somewhere between these two extremes. 

You can find multiple resources  to describe the process using a search "DSLR autofocus calibration".  

There are tools you can purchase to do this.  You can make one up yourself using this link as guide: 

https://petapixel.com/2018/09/27/why-and-how-to-calibrate-your-lenses-for-razor-sharp-photos/ 

I learned  to do this in an even simpler way using only a crisp $50 bill taped to a well-lit wall in my living 

room.   Freshly minted bills are extremely detailed, so they are ideal to show  sharp focus.  I found that I 

liked to look at Grant's nose to choose best focus.  It's your choice though. 

Here is how I did it. 

1. Tape the bill flat on the well-lit wall. 

2. Mount the DSLR on a STURDY tripod with the camera at the level height of the target $50.   

3. Make the line of sight perpendicular to  the wall, too. 

4. Set the shutter delay to something like 10 seconds.  When you trip the shutter, take your hands 

off the tripod and camera and leave them off!! 

5. Set the focus point to center frame and centered on the bill - close enough so the bill is large in 

the frame. 

6. Now, you are going to run a series of image that span the range between -20 and +20.  First you 

find a setting that is relative good.  I began with the series of steps -15, -5, +5, +15.  

7. I need to keep track of these steps so I put a Post-It next to the bill with the value, like -5, and 

change it with each new setting.  

8. You now have four images , and at least one is within 5 steps of best focus.  Take your memory 

card to your computer, down load it into a file folder labeled  "Set One". 

Thoughts on Focus Calibration  by Paul Schmitt 

https://petapixel.com/2018/09/27/why-and-how-to-calibrate-your-lenses-for-razor-sharp-photos/
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9. One by one, open each image and set it to 1:1.  Examine and rateall four.  Which candidate is 

closest?  …or even better are there two that are pretty similar.  This sets where you are doing to 

refine your search.  Let's say my best seemed to be +5, but +15 was almost as good.   

10. Now we are going to go to a set centered around +5.  Right?  Let's make the step size  3, and the 

set will be -1, +2, +5, +8, +11, +14.    Take those six images back to the computer, put in a new 

subfolder "Set Two"  and rate them again to find the best one or two.  You will likely make 

another set with a finer increment.  It seemed to me that I did not need to go finer that steps of 

2.  You will likely find that the difference between a +6 and +8  (two steps) is pretty hard to tell.  

Difficult?  Not really.  It's easier than any of my high school science labs.  Just take your time, keep the 

images labeled with the focus setting and keep each set in its own subfolder.  I keep the values in a 

notebook just in case.  Also, I have noted that Canon services my cameras and does not lose the 

settings.  That is good.   

When we get back together, we will do a walk through on this if requested.   Unlike science lab there  

will be no test! 

 

 

 

Please Note 
  

Membership is $20, due currently. 
You may pay at our next meeting, 
or, if preferred, you can mail it to 
Nancy Ridenour at 346 Warren 
Road, Ithaca, NY 14850.  
 

  
Thank you! 
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